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Abstract

Mitochondria are a common energy source for organs and organisms; their diverse functions are

specialized according to the unique phenotypes of their hosting environment. Perturbation of

mitochondrial homeostasis accompanies significant pathological phenotypes. However, the

connections between mitochondrial proteome properties and function remain to be experimentally

established on a systematic level. This uncertainty impedes the contextualization and translation of

proteomic data to the molecular derivations of mitochondrial diseases. We present a collection of

mitochondrial features and functions from four model systems, including two cardiac

mitochondrial proteomes from distinct genomes (human and mouse), two unique organ

mitochondrial proteomes from identical genetic codons (mouse heart and mouse liver), as well as
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a relevant metazoan out-group (drosophila). The data, composed of mitochondrial protein

abundance and their biochemical activities, capture the core functionalities of these mitochondria.

This investigation allowed us to redefine the core mitochondrial proteome from organs and

organisms, as well as the relevant contributions from genetic information and hosting milieu. Our

study has identified significant enrichment of disease-associated genes and their products.

Furthermore, correlational analyses suggest that mitochondrial proteome design is primarily

driven by cellular environment. Taken together, these results connect proteome feature with

mitochondrial function, providing a prospective resource for mitochondrial pathophysiology and

developing novel therapeutic targets in medicine.

Keywords

mitochondrial proteome; mitochondrial function; heart diseases; intergenomic; intragenomic;
proteomic comparisons

INTRODUCTION

Mitochondria are complex and intricately calibrated systems designed for the inception and

perpetuation of life in a majority of eukaryotic organisms.1-4 They are explicitly engineered

to transect many aspects of cellular biology such as bioenergetics, metabolism, calcium

signaling, reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation, and apoptosis. Mitochondrial

dysfunctions have emerged as the underlying causes of various complex diseases including

cancer, diabetes, obesity, neurodegenerative diseases, aging, and multiple forms of

cardiomyopathy.2,5-16 For instance, during heart failure, energy production decreases amid

abnormal mitochondrial metabolic activity; however, on a molecular level, the

mitochondrial proteome selectively alters its expression profile, including the redistribution

of respiratory chain subunit abundances, as well as decreases in fatty acid oxidation

proteins.7,9,11,17-20 Therefore, advancing our knowledge of cellular functions in health and

disease requires a thorough understanding of the mitochondrial proteome and its definitive

relationship to biological function.

Previous studies have reported protein compositions of mitochondria in yeast21,22 as well as

in mouse,23-26 human,27,28 rat,1,29-31 rabbit,32 and drosophila33,34 tissues. However, it is

evident that there are inconsistencies and discrepancies among some of the data sets. The

direct link between mitochondrial proteome biology and pathological phenotypic

observations remains ambiguous, which has impeded diagnostic interpretations of large-

scale proteomics data. This lack of clarity is partially due to fragmented efforts in assessing

mitochondrial functionalities and proteome heterogeneity in various systems. Questions of

how closely proteome parameters such as diversity and abundance conform to, or predict,

biological functions still remain unanswered. It is clear that an unbiased characterization of
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the functional proteome of mitochondria would undoubtedly further our insight into

complex mitochondrial functions and mitochondrial-associated diseases. In this regard,

experimental proteomics data offer an indispensable insight into organelle biology in

parallel to the transcription-oriented efforts, alleviating potential issues arising from

algorithms predicting mitochondrial-targeted genes and their lack of tissue specificity.

In this study, we propose a strategy that combines functional assays and protein expression

measurements through label-free quantification analyses; using NSAF values35-37 to

characterize multiple aspects of mitochondrial pathways has been the only feasible and

economical approach for analyzing large-scale proteomic data sets from multiple model

systems. We utilized this strategy in mitochondria isolated from human hearts and compared

them with data from mouse hearts because of its prevalence as a proxy for human hearts;

mouse livers, used as a comparison with organ mitochondria; and drosophila, serving as

both a nonmammalian metazoan out-group and an experimental model found to correlate

with some human diseases.38-40

Our investigation reveals intergenomic and intragenomic correlations for proteome

diversity, proteome abundance, and mitochondrial function. Through correlational analyses,

we delineate that the molecular mechanisms of the mitochondrial proteome are primarily

dictated by its cellular environment. Furthermore, the mitochondrial proteome is

predominantly composed of a small number of vastly abundant proteins involved in the

principal processes of cellular survival, including oxidative phosphorylation and

metabolism. With our most comprehensive mitochondrial protein repertoire to date, we

established a core mitochondrial proteome of 419 conserved proteins across four model

systems. Additionally, we determined that fundamental mitochondrial functions are defined

by the evolutionary conservation of a core mitochondrial proteome across different species,

whereas organ-derived proteins, whether by novel genetic information or cell-specific

translocation, reflect the diversification in the heterogeneity of mitochondrial populations.

Collectively, this study provides a useful resource and network for future studies on

mitochondrial biology. The definitive characteristics of mitochondrial proteomes afford

great opportunities in developing targeted treatment for human disease.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Experimental procedures on human tissues were approved by the UCLA Human Subjects

Protection Committee (HSPC) and the UCLA Institutional Review Boards (IRBs). The

experimental procedures on animals were performed in accordance with the Animal

Research Committee guidelines at UCLA and the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory

Animals, published by the National Institutes of Health. An overview of our experimental

workflow is shown in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. A comprehensive Methods

Section is available in the Supporting Information.

Tissue Sample Collection

Tissue samples were procured from each model system. Mouse heart and liver tissue

samples were obtained from thirty 8–10 week old ICR strain mice. Human heart samples

from the free anterior left ventricular wall were collected from individuals (average age = 49
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± 8 years, n = 5, 4 males and 1 female) previously treated with a left ventricular assist device

(LVAD). These individuals exhibited normal left ventricular end diastolic dimension

(LVEDD) after LVAD treatment. This improvement is featured in Figure S2 in the

Supporting Information. Additionally, approximately 1000 adult wild-type Drosophila

melanogaster (Oregon R strain) were immobilized by chilling prior to mitochondria

extraction. More information regarding methods can be found in S2 in the Supporting

Information.

Isolation and Purification of Functional, Viable Mitochondria from Human Heart, Mouse
Heart, Mouse Liver, and Drosophila

Mitochondria were isolated from freshly collected mouse hearts, mouse livers, human

hearts, and Drosophila melanogaster by differential centrifugation as described.26,41,42 The

freshly isolated mitochondria were subjected to a series of functional and structural

validations.26

Assessment of Mitochondrial Function

The activities of the mitochondrial electron transport chain (ETC) complexes I (C–I) and V

(C–V) were assessed in vitro by spectrophotometric measurements.43-46 Pharmacological

inhibitors were employed to determine the inhibitor-insensitive background of each

complex. Pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH) activity, proteolytic activity, and glutathione

reductase activity assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Mitochondrial O2 consumption and the susceptibility of mitochondria to calcium-induced

injury were determined as described.26,41 A detailed explanation of the assay methods is

available in the Supporting Information.

Quantitative Proteomic Profiling of Mitochondrial Proteomes

SDS-PAGE, LC–MS/MS, and spectral analyses were performed as described.26,41 Details

regarding sample separation, chromatography, instrumentation settings, database searching,

and protein identification criteria are detailed in the Supporting Information S4.

Mitochondrial protein abundances were assessed according to normalized spectral

abundance factors (NSAF);35-37,41 this was then compared across all biological samples.

The spectral counts for peptides shared among multiple proteins were divided proportionally

according to the total spectral count of each protein’s unique peptides, with proteins

possessing a greater amount of unique spectral counts acquiring a larger portion of the

shared peptide’s spectral count. Figure S3 in the Supporting Information summarizes the

mass spectrometry (MS) experiments.

Bioinformatics and Statistical Analyses

The molecular properties of the mitochondrial proteome, including molecular weight (MW),

isoelectric point (pI), transmembrane domains, and mitochondrial target sequences, were

analyzed using the UniProt Knowledgebase26,41,47 and TargetP.48 Biological information

for individual proteins was extrapolated from gene ontology annotations (biological

processes and molecular functions). Protein orthologs among human, mouse, and drosophila

were identified via BioMart.49 In addition, the involvement of mitochondrial proteins in
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diseases was determined by searching through the Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man

(OMIM) and peer-reviewed publications on PubMed.50 Correlational analyses were

calculated using Spearman’s coefficient. Finally, the IntAct database (IntAct database

release 164b)51 was used to determine the known mitochondrial protein–protein interactions

among C–I, C–V, redox, and their associated partner proteins. Cytoscape 3.0 Network Data

Integration, Analysis, and Visualization software52 was subsequently employed to depict

these interactions. Swelling assay data and spectra analyses results were reported as mean ±

SEM. Differences among the experimental groups were analyzed using one-way ANOVAs

with posthoc contrasts utilizing the Student’s t test.53 The Mann–Whitney U test was used to

determine the significance of protein abundance distribution differences. Values of p < 0.05

were recognized as significant.

RESULTS

Heterogeneic Programming of Mitochondrial Function across Organs and Organisms

We compiled a panel of biochemical assays to evaluate several functional parameters of

intact and viable mitochondria isolated from the four model systems. To assess

mitochondrial bioenergetics and other biological functions, we determined the reaction rate

of the respiratory chain complexes, the respiratory control index (RCI), PDH activity,

proteolytic capacity, redox regulation, and susceptibility to calcium-induced stress (Figure

1).

The activities of ETC C–I (NADH dehydrogenase) and C– V (F1F0 ATP synthase) were

assessed. Results were normalized, by tissue weight, to mouse cardiac mitochondria for

comparison (Figure 1a). Notably, mouse liver mitochondria demonstrated substantially

lower C–I activity, human heart mitochondria showed the lowest C–V activity, and

drosophila exhibited the highest Complex activity for C–I and C–V. These higher activities

in drosophila suggest increases in both the delivery of reducing equivalents and ATP

production due to the high energy turnover of insect flight muscles. In addition, the

differential C–I activity levels between mouse heart and mouse liver indicate that cellular

environment plays a significant role in the regulation of ETC function. Together, our data

highlighted the heterogeneity of these two respiratory complexes and underscored the effect

of cellular environments on functional activities.

We next examined the RCI as an indicator of coupling tightness for the respiratory circuitry.

The human heart had an RCI of 8.9, whereas mouse heart and mouse liver had RCI values of

7.6 and 7.0, respectively (Figure 1b). Drosophila mitochondria exhibited the highest RCI

(12.0), demonstrating a tighter coupling of oxidation and phosphorylation processes.

To evaluate the energetic functions of mitochondria, we examined PDH, protease, and

glutathione reductase activities to give a more comprehensive assessment of mitochondrial

biology. We observed that mouse heart had the highest PDH activity, with significantly

lower activity in mouse liver and human heart (Figure 1c). As anticipated, liver

mitochondria exhibited the highest proteolytic and glutathione reductase activity. The

heterogeneity of the four model systems was also confirmed by their response to calcium

stress-induced injury. Liver mitochondria demonstrated a drastically higher susceptibility to
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calcium overload than other mitochondria (Figure 1d), likely reflecting the latter’s lack of

constant calcium flux as a noncontractile organ. These results accentuate the functional

contributions of molecular environment and genetic background on cellular activity.

Dynamic Mitochondrial Proteome Design across Organs and Organisms

Mitochondrial Proteome Composition—To examine the molecular basis of the

observed functional heterogeneity in depth, we profiled the proteome of the four

mitochondrial populations. In total, we identified 1398 unique proteins from human heart

mitochondria, 1620 from mouse heart mitochondria, 1733 from mouse liver mitochondria,

and 1015 from drosophila mitochondria. To our knowledge, these results represent one of

the most comprehensive mitochondrial protein catalogs for each of these model systems. A

complete list of identified proteins is provided in Table S1 in the Supporting Information.54

The distributions of biochemical features, including molecular weight, isoelectric point, as

well as number of transmembrane domains, are shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting

Information, implicating the dynamic properties of the mitochondrial proteome.

To determine how the mitochondrial proteome was partitioned among all four model

systems into core proteins that preserved fundamental functions and diversified proteins that

conferred specialized functions, we analyzed the number of proteins and protein orthologs

shared by the four model systems. If we consider the minimal ortholog set to be common if

varying numbers of homologous genes exist across organisms (Figure 2a, Table S2 in

Supporting Information), 419 equivalent proteins were conserved across the model systems.

Drosophila possessed the highest percentage of unique proteins (Figure 2b). Although lack

of detection cannot distinguish protein absence from extremely low abundance, errors in

data acquisition were minimized by comprehensive replications.

Mitochondrial Proteome Abundance—Label-free quantification analyses performed

using the NSAF values of proteins, yielded the relative abundance of each protein and

allowed for cross-proteome comparison among the model systems. Although the accuracy of

label-free approaches may be limited by run-to-run variability and redundant peptides

among proteins,55 this technique allowed us to circumvent the challenge of synthesizing tens

of thousands of stable isotope labeled peptides.56 To ensure accurate quantification, we

conducted exhaustive biological and technical replicates (from 18 replicates of the mouse

heart to 29 replicates of the human heart) and developed an algorithm to proportionally

allocate shared peptides to their corresponding proteins based on the percentage of unique

peptides per protein. Our analysis showed that the mitochondrial proteome exhibited a high

dynamic range of protein expression levels, with fractional abundance spanning more than

five orders of magnitude from 10−1 to 10−6 (Figure 3a), although a vast number of proteins

possessed a minimum NSAF value and are in rare abundance. For example, in mouse heart,

the most abundant protein accounted for ~3% of the total mitochondrial proteome, whereas

the least abundant protein accounted for ~0.00003% of its total mitochondrial proteome.

These examples illustrate a 105-fold difference in protein abundance. Furthermore, proteins

were ranked according to their abundance (Figure 3b); the top 100 most abundant proteins in

each model system represented 57–83% of the mitochondrial proteome, whereas the bottom

50% only accounted for <4% of the mitochondrial protein content (Figure 3b). Conserved
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proteins were highly abundant, occupying 64% of mouse heart mitochondrial protein

content, 52% of mouse liver mitochondria, 64% of human heart mitochondria, and 77% of

drosophila mitochondria (Figure 3c). Protein abundance distributions between human heart

mitochondria and mouse heart mitochondria were more similar (Spearman’s ρ = 0.70) than

those between mouse heart and mouse liver (ρ = 0.65), further supporting the notion that

abundance distribution is regulated by cellular environment (Figure 3d).

Properties of Mitochondrial Proteome and Function across Organs and Organisms

Mitochondrial Proteome and Functions—Upon categorizing proteins by biological

processes, we observed that highabundance clusters are particularly enriched in oxidative

phosphorylation (OXPHOS), metabolism, transport, and signaling. Mouse liver possessed

the highest abundance value for the metabolism cluster, reflecting its metabolic and

biosynthetic specializations (Figure 4a). The mitochondrial proteome subpopulation

abundances were analyzed for each functional category (Figure 4b). Among the conserved

protein abundances, OXPHOS proteins as well as proteins associated with apoptosis and

ETC complex assembly were more abundant in all mitochondrial populations. Proteins

involved in TCA metabolic processes were also highly conserved. In contrast, proteins

involved in signaling and proteolysis were less conserved among the four model systems.

The mitochondrial proteome is therefore dominated by proteins involved in key fundamental

metabolic processes.

We subsequently compared mitochondrial protein abundances and their involvement in

specific functional pathways using NSAF values (Figure 4c). Mouse heart mitochondria

demonstrated higher TCA cycle protein concentrations compared with mouse liver

mitochondria. The differences in abundance of TCA cycle proteins among mouse heart,

human heart, and drosophila were indistinguishable; this illustrates the variations in TCA

activity between contractile and noncontractile tissues. Similarly, liver mitochondria

contained the fewest C–I proteins. However, C–V showed no significant difference in

overall protein abundance among the model systems. In addition, it was found that within

each Complex differential subunit abundances spanned over more than two orders of

magnitude. The most abundant proteins within C–V are subunit β in mouse heart, mouse

liver, and drosophila, but subunit α in human heart. The least abundant proteins within C–V

are subunit α in mouse heart, subunit ε in mouse liver, and subunit β in human heart and

drosophila. Moreover, we observed that proteins involved in lipid metabolism showed

substantially lower abundances in drosophila when compared to mouse liver, but more than

89% of the drosophila lipid metabolism proteins were conserved among all model systems.

In contrast, mouse liver possessed the highest abundance of proteins related to lipid

metabolism, of which only 19% were conserved mitochondrial proteins. These results

indicated that specialized pathways exist in mouse liver. Furthermore, drosophila possessed

the lowest abundance of kinase/phosphatase proteins. Surprisingly, the abundance of

calciumion binding proteins in liver mitochondria showed no significant difference across

the model systems.

Mitochondrial-encoded proteins were further analyzed based on NSAF values. The ETC

subunits appeared to be highly heterogeneous; in particular, mitochondrial-encoded subunits
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were found to be less abundant than nuclear-encoded subunits, primarily in mouse liver and

human heart (under-detected). These subunits may serve as the limiting factors of complex

assembly and may better explain the lower respiratory activities of C–I in mouse liver

mitochondria and in C–V of human heart mitochondria.

Mitochondrial Interactome and Its Functions—Mitochondrial proteins identified in

our study were queried within the IntAct database (IntAct database release 164b) for known

protein–protein interactions to demonstrate associating partners among C–I, C–V, redox,

and their neighboring proteins in human, mouse, and drosophila data sets. Cytoscape 3.0

Network Data Integration, Analysis, and Visualization software was then utilized to

illustrate documented interactions among proteins in C–I, C–V, redox, C–I + redox, as well

as C–V + redox. The resulting protein data sets focused on the differences among human,

mouse, and drosophila protein connections. The size of each mitochondrial node represents

the number of connections in the protein–protein interaction network, with larger nodes

indicating more interactions. Interestingly, C–I proteins appeared to be centralized around

NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase B8 subunit (NDUFA2) in human and α-synuclein in

mouse (Figure 5a). In contrast, drosophila protein interactome patterns showed small

scattered clusters and fragmented groupings. These results were indicative of the

intergenomic protein–protein properties, which may have been influenced by the functional

annotations unique to each database. Subsequently, NDUFA2 and α-synuclein were cross-

analyzed for significant interactions in the mouse and human data sets, respectively.

Although not a major hub, NDUFA2 was found to interact with proteins in the mouse data;

however, α-synuclein was not found within the C–I human protein interactions. In the C–V

interactome, subunit α (ATP5A1), β subunit (ATP5B), and subunit γ (ATP5C1)

demonstrated the most protein–protein interactions (Figure 5a). Similarly, ATP5B served as

the major hub in both the drosophila and the mouse network, a feature highlighting the

evolutionary importance of ATP5B as a core protein. Redox proteins (Figure 5b) also

portrayed a comparable pattern to C–I and C–V, with human proteins (i.e., Apoptosis

Inducing Factor 1 – AIFm1) tending to serve as central hubs, whereas mouse and drosophila

proteins displayed little affinity for interaction. Incorporation of both C–I + redox as well as

C–V + redox revealed a lack of explicit connections between Complex proteins and redox

proteins (Figure 5c). However, a single C–V protein (ATP5B) interacted with redox proteins

– peroxiredoxin 1 (PRDX1), 2 (PRDX2), and 4 (PRDX4). The mouse C–I and redox protein

integration serves as an important guide for the knowledge-building process regarding

human protein–protein interactions. Overall, each model system showed a relatively distinct

protein–protein interaction network with little overlap among the organisms for C–I, C–V,

redox, C–I + redox, as well as C–V + redox proteins, indicating that the integration of

protein interactions from other model systems could greatly benefit future investigations of

the human interactome.

Mitochondrial Proteome and Protein Translocation—To explore the mechanisms

promoting nuclear-encoded protein translocation into mitochondria, we determined the

number of mitochondrial proteins with an N-terminal mitochondrial targeting sequence

(MTS) using TargetP and the UniProt KnowledgeBase. Interestingly, only a small

subpopulation of mitochondrial proteins possessed an MTS, ranging from 9.7% in
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drosophila to 19.9, 20.7, and 22.4% in mouse liver, human heart, and mouse heart,

respectively (Figure 6a). Analysis of the core proteins demonstrated a similar pattern (17.4%

in drosophila, 37.9% in human heart, 48.7% in mouse liver, and 49.7% in mouse heart) as

exemplified in Figure 6b. Further examination illustrated that mitochondrial proteins with

and without an MTS had similar functional distributions. A functional perspective

demonstrated that proteins with an MTS were found to be fundamental in metabolism and

biosynthesis and were localized within the general mitochondrion. Conversely,

mitochondrial proteins essential in metabolism and OXPHOS without an MTS were

primarily localized in nonmitochondrial domains (Figure 6c). However, the subcellular

localization distribution of protein abundance showed that mitochondrial proteins with an

MTS were predominantly concentrated in both the inner mitochondrial membrane (IMM)

and the matrix (Figure 6d).

Mitochondrial Proteome and Disease—Mitochondrial dysfunction has been shown to

be associated with the onset of disease. Literature curation using predefined terms (e.g.,

diabetes, obesity, muscular dystrophy, and neurodegeneration) suggested that human

disease-associated genes are enriched in the conserved mitochondrial proteome, especially

in conserved respiratory chain proteins (Figure 7). The diversified mitochondrial proteome

contains fewer known disease associations than the conserved mitochondrial proteome but

still has a higher occurrence of disease gene associations than did the whole human genome

(~15%). In addition, a significant portion of the conserved respiratory proteins (~27%) and

core mitochondrial proteome (~17%) plays a role in known cardiac diseases. Other

conserved proteins are prime candidates for disease association as well. These data highlight

the central importance of the core mitochondrial proteome to normal physiological

functions.

DISCUSSION

In summary, we combined biochemistry assays, quantitative proteomics profiling, and

interactome analysis to define four mitochondrial populations. Our analysis significantly

expands the existing knowledge on the mitochondrial proteome with approximately 3350

unique proteins identified, including a core conserved mitochondrial proteome comprised of

419 proteins. These data portrayed inter- and intraspecies heterogeneities of mitochondria

from both expressional and functional perspectives. Our data suggest that proteome–

function correlations are subject to complex organizations with protein–protein interactions

and that concomitant molecular function assessments are essential to contextualize global

proteomics data and locate decisive perturbations.

Mitochondrial Core Proteome Properties

Comparative genomics predicted that ~100 human mitochondrial genes have homologues in

nine diverse eukaryotes and are mainly enriched in biological processes related to transport,

metabolism, and signal transduction.57 Indeed, a series of reports supports the existence of a

highly specified, conserved, and heterogeneous mitochondrial proteome.23,24,31,32 Our

experimental data sets redefined the core mitochondrial proteome and provided additional

evidence of the connection between conserved proteins and disease phenotypes. The data
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suggest a two-tiered architecture of the mitochondrial proteome, with the 419 conserved

proteins in the core mitochondrial proteome representing essential hubs of protein networks

involved in basal processes.

The Approach to Assess Protein Abundance

Existing MS approaches to assess protein abundance include label-free qualification and

labeled quantification. In this particular study, we elected to quantify relative protein

abundance through a label-free approach using NSAF values; this allowed us to overcome

the challenge associated with synthesizing tens of thousands of stable isotope labeled

peptides.56 However, we are aware of the limitations of label-free approaches.55

Specifically, the accuracy of such quantifications is affected by LC–MS run-to-run

variability and the weight of shared peptides among different proteins. We implemented

specific approaches to address these challenges. Multiple biological and technical replicates

(from 18 replicates of the mouse heart to 29 replicates of the human heart) were performed

to gain a reliable evaluation of protein abundance. Furthermore, an algorithm was developed

to proportionally allocate shared peptides to their corresponding proteins based on the ratio

of unique peptides identified among these proteins. Within the current technological

capabilities, limiting factors are certainly evident; however, we believe that our approach to

systematically assess relative protein abundance adequately addresses these shortcomings.

Links Between Mitochondrial Protein Composition and Function

Although the relationship between protein expression and functional differences may be

affected by multiple factors, protein abundances are thought to be a selectable trait that

reflects functional attributes, especially in closely related species.58 The recent

demonstration of transcript-level clustering recapitulates the phylogeny of mammalian

lineages and supports the notability of expression levels in adaptation.59 Interestingly,

protein abundance, as calculated using NSAF values, varied according to their primary

functions across the model systems. The two most abundant proteins in mouse heart,

ADP/ATP translocase 1 and ATP synthase subunit α, are involved in the generation and

transport of bioenergetics. Similarly, the most abundant proteins in human heart, ATP

synthase subunit α and ATP synthase subunit β, as well as the two most abundant proteins in

drosophila, ATP synthase subunit β and ADP/ATP translocase 1, are similarly involved in

bioenergetics. In contrast, carbamoyl phosphate synthase 1 and 3-oxoacyl-CoA thiolase are

the two most abundant proteins in mouse liver and are mainly involved in the urea cycle and

β-oxidation of fatty acids, respectively. The relationship between the most abundant proteins

for each model system and their respective function implies that abundance is strongly

related to tissue type and mitochondrial location.

Distinct Mitochondrial Metabolic Function among the Model Systems—
Previous studies have reported that mitochondrial respiratory function is heavily connected

to many pathological processes, including heart failure, ischemic injury, and aging.2,17,60 In

the current study, variations in mitochondrial respiratory capacity among the examined

mitochondria were observed in ETC complex activity and oxygen consumption.

Mitochondria in different species/tissues dramatically differ in their ability to consume

oxygen and make ATP. The higher C–I, C–V, and oxygen consumption activity seen in
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drosophila and mouse heart tissue, respectively, indicates that these model systems have a

high NADH delivery and ATP generation rate. Consistent with our functional data, we

found that C–I subunits in mouse heart are significantly more abundant compared with

mouse liver and human heart. However, C–V showed no significant differences in protein

abundance, signifying the existence of potential regulatory mechanisms such as post-

translational modifications and complex assembly, other than protein expression level. C–I

activity and respiratory rates of liver mitochondria are not particularly reflected in the

overall complex subunit abundance but instead correlate with those of the mitochondrial-

encoded subunits (Figure 4d). Similarly, lower C–V activity in human heart mitochondria is

consistent with the lower abundance of mitochondrial-encoded C–V proteins. These results

suggest that complex assembly may be significantly restricted by the abundance of

mitochondrial-encoded proteins. Furthermore, our data emphasize that mitochondria in

different species/tissues are specialized for diverse metabolic duties. The metabolism

functional group not only contains the most proteins but also possesses the most

nonconserved and conserved proteins.

Evolved Mitochondrial Phosphorylation Events among the Model Systems—
Phosphorylation signaling regulated by kinases and phosphatases plays a critical role in

regulating biological processes in all living organisms. However, identifying the entire

phosphoproteome is a daunting task. Due to its unique evolutionary origin and enriched

functionality, mitochondrial phosphoproteome studies have begun to draw increasing

attention.43,61-64 Gnad et al.63 compared the phosphoproteomes of different organisms and

found that serine/threonine phosphorylation in prokaryotes has occurred relatively recently

in evolution. Another study carried out by Beltrao and colleagues65 showed that kinase–

substrate interactions change more slowly than transcription factor–promoter interactions

and that protein kinases are an important source of phenotypic diversity. Accordingly, we

observed that the distribution of kinase/phosphatase in drosophila is scarce in terms of

number and abundance of proteins compared with other model systems. These findings are

consistent with the notion that phosphorylation rapidly expanded in higher metazoan

lineages as a general mechanism for increased cellular signaling and complexity.63

Differential Mitochondrial Calcium Regulation among the Model Systems—
Functional assays on calcium-induced swelling show that liver mitochondria are the most

susceptible to calcium damage. This agrees with previous data66 showing that rat liver

mitochondria have larger uptake of calcium than heart mitochondria and is probably a

reflection of the heart being an excitable organ under constant calcium flux. At face value,

one might reasonably posit that liver mitochondria, being in a nonexcitable tissue, would

contain fewer calcium binding proteins. On the contrary, there was no significant difference

in the total expression of calcium-binding proteins between liver mitochondria and other

mitochondria. Although we cannot differentiate the effect of differing affinities of calcium

influx, efflux, and buffering proteins across organisms, this nevertheless indicates that

protein calcium regulation mechanisms besides protein expression levels should be taken

into account. An attempt to correlate individual protein abundance with functional

differences proved more promising, as we observed that liver has a relatively high

abundance of calcium uniporters (MCUs) but almost no mitochondrial sodium/calcium
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exchanger (NCX), which taken together would suggest increased calcium influx and

decreased efflux. A recently published study suggests that the activity and abundance of the

mitochondrial calcium uniporter varies greatly between tissues of different species; mouse

heart and drosophila flight muscle showed low mitochondrial calcium uniporter activity in

comparison with that of mouse liver, kidney, and brown fat.67 This result is consistent with

the higher susceptibility of liver mitochondria to calcium overload compared with

mitochondria from mouse heart, human heart, and drosophila. In our opinion, these

examples demonstrate the limitations of reducing proteomics data to simplistic functional

categories and the values of functional assays in augmenting proteomics data.

Broadening the Mitochondrial Interactome

There is a need to bridge the translational divide by determining the protein–protein

interactions within the interactomes of nonhuman organisms as well as highlighting similar

structures in the human interactome. While animal models and computational insights

remain indispensable, the success of translational discoveries is fostered by our

understanding of protein connectivity in human cellular networks.

Each of the model systems characterized in our investigation demonstrated a distinct

protein–protein interaction pattern; ostensibly these molecular interactions may be limited

by the present knowledge of the scientific community as well as the IntAct database. A more

accurate and comprehensive data set collecting multiple model systems has yet to be

available due to investigator-specific foci of research, targeting a specific organ, tissue,

disease, or pathway. An integrated framework addressing protein interactions from different

organs, tissues, diseases, and pathways may elucidate mechanistic insights that play a

fundamental role in targeting disease origins in humans, as many diseases affect protein

partnerships in multiple organ systems. Proteins whose interactions have not been

extensively studied in humans such as α-synuclein may act as future areas of research in

translational medicine.

Although it was evident that a distinguished pattern arose in each model system, one major

mouse hub emerged among the C–I protein–protein interactions. Although not a Complex

protein, α-synuclein was found to be central for C–I mitochondrial proteins in mouse; this

differed greatly in the human C–I interactome, as it was not seen to interact with human C–I

proteins. As a protein heavily involved in signaling, α-synuclein has been studied

extensively in humans and is a key protein associated with Parkinson’s and other

neurodegenerative diseases.68 The interaction of α-synuclein with multiple C–I proteins in

the mouse may implicate its important regulatory role in energy metabolism and therefore be

relevant to human molecular pathways.

In addition, examination of C–I + redox and C–V + redox protein networks revealed little

interaction between C–I and redox proteins as well as C–V and redox proteins, with the

exception of ATP5B in C–V. This evolutionarily conserved C– V protein serves as a major

hub in human, mouse, and drosophila. However, in the mouse interactome, ATP5B interacts

with several peroxiredoxin (redox) proteins. PRDX1 and ATP5B have emerged as key

proteins in this C–V + redox protein interaction network. As seen in previous studies, the

centrality of both proteins predisposes them to be highly associated with the onset of
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disease. The intermingled network of connections between C–I and redox proteins in the

mouse interactome serves as a proponent for the necessity of analyzing human protein–

protein interactions that have yet to be investigated. Investigation of proteins highly

involved in C–I, C–V, and redox in nonhuman organisms could facilitate the identification

of new target proteins for translational medicine and scientific research.

Mitochondrial-Targeted Protein Localization

Mitochondrial targeting sequences facilitate the translocation of mitochondrial proteins to

their designated location. In this study, we identified mitochondrial proteins with an N-

terminal MTS, specifically focusing on the core conserved proteins. Our results suggest that

many mitochondrial proteins without an MTS are utilizing alternative ways of translocating

into the mitochondria, although a sophisticated method of predicting proteins possessing

internal mitochondrial targeting sequences has yet to be developed. We postulate that these

proteins lacking an MTS may have been imported through various mechanisms or attracted

by biochemical signals (i.e., cardiolipin, ΔΨ, motifs, positively charged amino acids

residues, etc.). These results indicate that some mitochondrial proteins may either share

multiple cellular localizations or only transiently reside in the mitochondria. Identification of

currently unknown sequence patterns may aid in the clarification of this issue and provide

clinical relevance to the field of medicine.69

Involvement of Mitochondrial Proteins in Diseases

As the center of metabolism and energy production, mitochondrial protein dysfunction,

caused by either genetic or environmental alterations, has been shown to be directly

associated with diseases, specifically cardiomyopathies, neurodegenerative disorders, and

diabetes.11,60,70,71 Through literature curation, we found that the 419 conserved

mitochondrial core proteins are heavily involved in disease phenotypes (~54%). In

particular, ~82% of conserved OXPHOS proteins are related to the development of disease.

These data highlight the evolutionary prominence of these proteins.

The involvement of mitochondrial proteins in cardiovascular diseases, including ischemic

injury, heart failure, and congenital heart disease, has also been analyzed. Corroborating

prior studies, the dysfunction of a significant portion of core mitochondrial proteins (>17%)

and conserved OXPHOS proteins (>27%), compared with shared and nonconserved proteins

among the model systems, plays a role in cardiac diseases. In addition, OXPHOS proteins

implicated in these pathologies have high abundance values and can be considered a

requirement for normal physiological OXPHOS function. A mutation of one gene-encoded

OXPHOS protein might show multiple clinical symptoms, whereas the mutation of various

OXPHOS proteome genes may cause the same disease; our data mark the OXPHOS system

as an injury-prone subproteome.

In summary, we conducted a comprehensive analysis to integrate information from

biochemical, proteomic, and genomic data sets to characterize mitochondrial biology from a

multifaceted perspective. Among the published reports describing the mitochondrial

proteome, our current analysis uniquely and significantly expands the mitochondrial

proteome pools, highlighting a core mitochondrial proteome from four model systems.
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These analyses simultaneously portray the inter- and intraspecies heterogeneity of

mitochondria from both expressional and functional perspectives. Our study of the

proteome–function correlation confirms previous observations of mitochondrial biology and

contributes new evidence of the expediency of diagnosing mitochondrial disease through

proteomic parameters. This investigation bridges the knowledge gap between molecular

compositions and their accompanying functions, which ultimately aids in the translation of

mitochondrial proteomics data to a contextualized understanding of complex mitochondrial

biology as well as allows for the acquisition of a prospective source for not only the

diagnosis of mitochondrial pathologies but also the procurement of mitochondrial

therapeutic targets.
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Figure 1.
Mitochondrial functional characterization. (a) Electron production rate per microgram of

mitochondrial proteins was analyzed to determine ETC complex activity and subsequently

normalized to mouse cardiac mitochondria. Mouse liver mitochondria showed lower C–I

activity and drosophila demonstrated higher C–I activity compared with the mouse heart. In

addition, drosophila exhibited the highest C–V activity overall, with the lowest C–V activity

in human heart mitochondria. These differences in respiratory flux and ATP generation can

be attributed to cellular environment and genetic background. * or # represents p < 0.05

versus mouse heart; n = 4 per group. (b) RCI tracers are presented; they were measured as a

ratio of the oxygen consumption rate by an initial O2 concentration of 220 mmol·L−1.

Drosophila mitochondria were the most tightly coupled (RCI: 12.0), followed by the human

heart (8.9), mouse heart (7.6), and mouse liver (7.0). A higher RCI value indicates tighter

coupling of oxidation and phosphorylation processes. (c) Additional key enzymatic

mitochondrial functions revealed similar intra- and intergenomic variability. Mouse liver

mitochondria exhibited the highest proteolytic and glutathione reductase activities, whereas

the mouse heart had the highest PDH activity, which may be explained by the altered

production of reducing equivalents. * or # represents p < 0.05 versus mouse heart; n = 4 per

group. (d) Calcium-induced mitochondrial swelling was measured as a reduction of optical

density. Mouse liver mitochondria displayed the highest susceptibility to calcium-induced

swelling. * represents p < 0.05 versus mouse heart with calcium overload; n = 4 per group.
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Figure 2.
Mitochondrial proteome composition among four mitochondrial populations. (a) Protein

orthologs were analyzed for each model systems. The 419 proteins identified in all four

model systems represent the conserved core mitochondrial proteome. (b) Proportions of

conserved and nonconserved proteins by protein number were denoted in each proteome.

Drosophila demonstrated the highest protein count ratio of both conserved and

nonconserved proteins.
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Figure 3.
Mitochondrial proteome abundance. (a) Relative protein abundance was indexed based on

NSAF values in descending order. The high dynamic range of protein expression levels for

the mitochondrial proteome spans over five orders of magnitude. Error bar: SEM. (b)

Proteins were ranked according to their abundance. The top 100 proteins in each model

system are highly abundant and occupy a majority of the total mitochondrial protein content.

The top 50% of each mitochondrial proteome accounts for over 95% of the total protein

abundance, whereas the bottom 50% constitutes <4%. (c) The proportion of conserved,

partially conserved, and unique proteins was illustrated in all four model systems. The

conserved proteins are highly abundant, accounting for 72, 55, 68, and 78% of

mitochondrial protein content in the mouse heart, the mouse liver, the human heart, and

drosophila, respectively. Furthermore, nonconserved proteins in drosophila comprise the

highest unique protein ratio among these organs and organisms, alluding to their specialized

functionality. (d) Similarity in distribution of mitochondrial protein abundance was

determined. Human heart and mouse heart mitochondrial protein abundance distribution

levels are closely related, indicating that mitochondrial populations in the same organ of

different species can demonstrate a stronger correlation than mitochondrial populations

within different organs of the same organism. Moreover, mouse heart and mouse liver

mitochondria had similar, but not identical distributions (ρ = 0.65).
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Figure 4.
Correlation between the mitochondrial proteome and its functions. (a) Mitochondrial protein

abundances were categorized by biological function. The high-abundance clusters are

enriched in oxidative phosphorylation, metabolism, and transport-related proteins. In

particular, mouse liver has the highest abundance values within the metabolism cluster,

highlighting a metabolic specialization. Moreover, these conserved proteins are highly

abundant, representing 81.0% of mitochondrial protein content in mouse heart, 59.5% in

mouse liver, 79.7% in human heart, and 86.4% in drosophila. (b) Mitochondrial proteins

were characterized by biological processes. Conserved proteins and non/partially conserved

proteins in each category were quantified. Proteins involved in OXPHOS were concentrated

in C–II and C–V. Conserved proteins were also found to be highly involved in apoptosis and

TCA metabolism. Structural, signaling, and proteolytic processes have higher proportions of

nonshared proteins. (c) Relative fraction of the proteome involved in specified functional

pathways was determined. Mitochondrial proteins were further classified through

bioinformatics analyses based on their involvement in specific functional pathways and then

plotted by their NSAF values. *p < 0.05 versus mouse heart. The mouse heart, human heart,

and drosophila models have high TCA cycle protein abundances, while the mouse liver

shows significantly lower protein abundances, denoting the differences in TCA cycle

activity between contractile and noncontractile tissues. The mouse liver mitochondria also

contained the lowest abundance of C–I proteins. C–V was not found to have a significant

difference in overall protein abundance among the model systems. Notably, within each
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Complex, differential subunit abundances spanned over three orders of magnitude.

Drosophila had considerably lower lipid metabolism protein abundances in comparison with

mouse liver, implicating liver mitochondria as specialized in the synthesis and degradation

of lipids. In addition, drosophila mitochondria possess the lowest abundance of kinase/

phosphatase proteins, suggesting that there is less phosphorylation regulation. The

abundance of calcium-binding proteins was similar across the model systems; this deviates

from our previous finding that shows mouse liver is more susceptible to calcium-induced

swelling, indicating limitations in direct connections between proteomics data and

functionality. Statistical significance was determined with a Mann–Whitney U test.
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Figure 5.
Mitochondrial protein–protein interactome analysis. An interactome analysis of C–I, C–V,

redox, C–I + redox, and C–V + redox proteins was performed, and the protein–protein

interactions are displayed. Major hubs have been labeled by gene name. The size of each

mitochondrial node represents the number of connections in the protein–protein interaction

network, with larger nodes indicating more interactions. (a) C–I showed NDUFA2 as the

primary human mitochondrial protein with the most connections. Mouse mitochondrial

proteins mainly centralized around one partner protein, α-synuclein. In contrast, drosophila

proteins did not exhibit a clustered pattern. Three C–V proteins in human mitochondria,

ATP5A1, ATP5B, and ATP5C1, were more interactive than other C–V proteins; however,

only ATP5B was categorized as a major hub in both mouse and drosophila. (b) Analysis of

redox protein–protein interactions demonstrated similar patterns to C–I with human and

mouse proteins assembled around a single protein, whereas drosophila presented dispersed

partnerships among its proteins. (c) Moreover, examination of C–I + redox and C–V + redox

revealed little interaction between these complex proteins and redox proteins. An exception

to the pattern, ATP5B (in C–V), interacted with redox protein PRDX1 in the mouse

mitochondria analysis. Finally, the mouse C–I + redox interactome revealed an intertwining

C–I and redox protein interaction network, a feature unique to the mouse mitochondrial

proteome. The series of interlocking C–I and redox proteins found in the mouse C–I + redox

interactome have been circled by a dotted line.
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Figure 6.
Distribution of proteins with mitochondrial targeting sequences in the mitochondrial

proteome. (a) The number of mitochondrial proteins with an N-terminal mitochondrial

targeting sequence (MTS) within the mitochondrial proteome was examined. Only a small

percentage of mitochondrial proteins carried an MTS. Mitochondrial proteins with an MTS

accounted for 9.7% of the total mitochondrial proteome in drosophila, 19.9% in mouse

heart, 20.7% in human heart, and 22.4% in mouse liver. (b) Analysis of the core proteins

demonstrated a similar pattern of mitochondrial proteins with an MTS – 17.4% in

drosophila, 37.9% in human heart, 48.7% in mouse liver, and 49.7% in mouse heart. This

suggests that the mitochondrial proteins without N-terminal targeting sequences are utilizing

alternative methods to localize in the mitochondria. (c) Number of core mitochondrial

proteins with an MTS and without an MTS was determined by their different functionalities

and subcellular localizations. A majority of the mitochondrial proteins with an MTS were

involved in metabolism and biosynthesis and were found throughout the mitochondrion

rather than a specific mitochondrial compartment. In contrast, mitochondrial proteins

without an MTS were predominantly integral in metabolism and OXPHOS and were

localized in other cellular regions. (d) While the abundance of core mitochondrial proteins
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with an MTS and core mitochondrial proteins without an MTS were both highly involved in

metabolism, OXPHOS, apoptosis, and biosynthesis, the core mitochondrial proteins with an

MTS were most abundant in the outer and inner mitochondrial membrane, whereas the core

mitochondrial proteins without an MTS were most abundant in the inner mitochondrial

membrane, intermembrane space, matrix, and other cellular locations.
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Figure 7.
Pathological phenotypes of the mitochondrial proteomes. The involvement of mitochondrial

proteins as well as the OXPHOS subproteome in disease phenotypes (left) and cardiac

disease phenotypes (right) was determined by literature curation using predefined search

terms. Human disease-associated genes are more prominent within the conserved

mitochondrial proteome, and dysfunction of conserved respiratory chain proteins is

particularly detrimental with 54% of these proteins implicated in disease. In contrast, only

15% of the human genome is correlated with causing disorders. Among these, 27% of

conserved OXPHOS proteins and 17% of conserved mitochondrial proteins are directly

associated with cardiac disease. These results illustrate the importance of the core

mitochondrial proteome to physiological functions.
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